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PART I
CONCISE OVERVIEW OF POSITION
PUBLIC IMPORTANCE:
1.

Policing cyberspace is a challenge; adults with ill intent have the unprecedented
opportunity to interact with children in ways that would be thwarted in the physical
world. Online anonymity shields the criminal from detection. The investigators in
this case were engaging in an effective undercover operation designed to catch those
who would use the internet to exploit the young and na'ive.

2.

This online investigative technique is hardly novel. In R. v. Levigne. Mr. Justice Fish
had an opportunity to consider the wording of s. 172.l of the Criminal Code (child
luring) and offered the following:
In structuring the provision as it did, Parliament recognized that the anonymity of an assumed
online profile acts as both a shield for the predator and a sword for the police. As a shield,
because it permits predators to mask their true identities as they pursue their nefarious
intentions; as a sword (or, perhaps more accurately, as a barbed weapon of law enforcement),
because it permits investigators, posing as children, to cast their lines in Internet chat rooms,
where lurking predators can be expected to take the bait - as the appellant did here.

Reference:
3.

R. v. Levigne, [2010) 2 SCR 3 at para [25).

There have been numerous appellate cases within the last decade that have involved
accused caught by police officers posing online as young people. Examples include:
R. v. Chiang, 2012 BCCA 85
R v Murphy, 2014 ABCA 409
R. v. Jarvis, 2006 Canlll 27300 (ON CA)
R. v. Folino, 2005 CanLll 40543 (ON CA)
R. v. Bayat, 201 I ONCA 778

4.

So this method of undercover policing has become a useful and reliable tool of law
enforcement. There is no widespread. ongoing legal controversy regarding its use.
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There is no pressing reason of national importance that requires the intervention of this
Honourable Court.
5.

The Newfoundland and Labrador Court of Appeal was unanimous that neither Part VI
of the Criminal Code nor s. 8 of the Charter should apply to the investigation
conducted in this case. That decision is straightforward and sound. There is otherwise
no appellate decision directly on point.

This application for leave fails to identify

conflicting jurisprudence that this Honourable Court might resolve.
6.

To the extent this case raises any issue of national importance, the scales weigh
heavily toward dismissing the application for leave. If the position advocated by the
Applicant were to become law, then this type of undercover technique would become
practically impossible to execute.

Such a result would frustrate legitimate Jaw

enforcement efforts to improve online security for children and young people who
engage social media.

STATEMENT OF FACTS:
7.

The Respondent does not contest the summary of facts put forth by the Applicant.
However, the following additional facts add necessary context.

8.

Cst. Greg Hobbs opened and controlled a Facebook account in the name of Leann
Power, but he made no friend requests on her behalf. There were friend requests that
he received and accepted. Otherwise, he read messages received and responded in the
name of Leann Power.

9.

Sending an instant message on Facebook automatically records that message and
stores it on a server that may be accessed by the recipient at any time.

10.

Cst. Hobbs used a program known as Snagit to save screen captures of the messages
received from the Applicant. Those saved screen captures would later be printed and
tendered at trial. Cst. Hobbs testified that he used the Snagit program to maintain
continuity of the electronic communications.
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PART II
QUESTIONS IN ISSUE
11.

When an undercover police officer communicates with a suspect via electronic
communication, rather than voice communication, is the use of a digital recording
program, such as Snagit, tantamount to the surreptitious recording of private
communications such that a Part VI authorization or some other form of judicial
warrant is required?

12.

Does the sender of electronic "chat" communication have a reasonable expectation of
privacy in these communications where they are seized from, or intercepted on the
way to the recipient's device, such that the sender is permitted to raise a section 8

Charter argument?

PART ID
STATEMENT OF ARGUMENT
Issue #1 - Did the investigators require a Part VI authorization or any other form of
judicial warrant?
Part VI of the Criminal Code
13.

The Applicant's position is premised on expanding the meaning of "intercept'' well
beyond the conventional understanding of the term. There is no judicial precedent for
such an expansive definition nor would it serve the clear purpose of Part VI.

14.

Justice Welsh, writing for the full panel of the Newfoundland and Labrador Court of
Appeal, concluded that the term "intercept" as used in Part VI must be given its
ordinary meaning; therefore "where there is direct communication between two

people,

the recipient cannot be characterized as having "intercepted" a

communication meant for that person."

Reference:

R. v. Mills, 2017 NLCA 12 at para [13].
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15.

The Court of Appeal also held that the Snagit program was used as a means of
retaining a copy of the text message, and making a copy of a received electronic
communication could not constitute an "interception".

16.

The Telus decision does not assist the Applicant because it was relatively narrow in
scope. There, Mme. Justice Abella determined that the police required a Part VI
warrant to obtain text messages directly from the service provider's database. The
term "intercept" was defined as capturing a message during the course of the
communication process.

Reference:
17.

R. v. Telus Communications Co., [2013] 2 SCR 3 at para [37].

Accordingly, Cst. Hobbs did not "intercept° messages from the Applicant.

He

received those messages in the usual course of the communication process; as soon as
his computer displayed a text message from the Applicant, the process was complete.
The messages were available to be seen on his fictitious Facebook account anytime he
wished.
18.

When the officer used the Snagit software, he was merely creating a copy of a text that
was already recorded. This cannot be characterized as an interception. There is no
practical difference between taking such an electronic copy and printing a hard paper
copy.

19.

Even if the Applicant is correct that the use of Snagit gave rise to an interception and
the need to obtain Part VI authorization, then this proposed appeal has no significant
national importance whatsoever. Investigators will simply keep their fictitious social
media accounts open and present incriminating messages to Court directly from their
laptop.

20.

The investigative technique employed by Cst. Hobbs is passive, reliable and has
proven to be successful. But the application of Part VI would effectively end such
undercover operations. Investigators are not in a positon to identify luring suspects
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until they are in receipt of text messages; but the police could not use ill-gotten
communications to obtain a Part VI authorization.

Reguiring Judicial Authorization
21.

Since Hunter v. Southam, prior judicial authorization has been required only when the
actions of law enforcement intrude on the reasonable expectations of privacy of an
individual; even then, prior authorization is necessary only when obtaining it is
feasible.
Reference:

22.

Hunter et al v. Southam Inc, [1984] 2 SCR 145.

Therefore, if the Applicant seeks to justify the need for judicial authorization of any
investigative technique, then he must show that the state is intruding on a reasonable
expectation of privacy.

23.

Otherwise, there is no merit to the claim that online undercover operations are being
conducted in a legal vacuum. In Hart, it was clarified that the doctrine of abuse of
process is available in any circumstance where the police investigate in a manner that
would threaten the integrity of the justice system or the fairness of a trial.
Reference:

24.

R. v. Hart, [2014] 2 SCR 544.

In Rothman v. the Queen, Mr. Justice Lamer spoke of the need to provide the police
with considerable latitude in the conduct of undercover investigations.

New

investigative techniques should not be prevented. This is particularly important in the
context of criminal activity on the internet, where the police have limited means to
provide any degree of security.
Reference:

Rothman v. The Queen, [1981] l SCR 640 at 697.
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25.

Thus far in the proceedings the Applicant has not asserted that he was prejudiced by an
abuse of process. With respect, he should not be permitted to initiate a new Charter
application at this stage.

Issue #2 - Did the Applicant have a reasonable expectation of privacy respecting the
contents of the electronic messages he sent to "Leann"?
26.

As set forth in R. v. Edwards and R. v. Tessling, determining whether an individual
may claim a reasonable expectation of privacy requires a contextual analysis.
Reference:

R. v. Edwards [ 1996], l SCR 128; and
R. v. Tessling [2004] 3 SCR 432.

27.

Accordingly, the decision of the Newfoundland Court of Appeal focused on the very
particular circumstances of the communications in question.

As Justice Welsh

explained, "Mr. Mills was using electronic social media to communicate and share
information with a person he did not know and whose identity he could not confirm."

Reference:
28.

R. v. Mills, 2017 NLCA 12 at para [23].

In this context, since the Applicant voluntarily shared personal infonnation with
someone he did not know and whose identity he could not confinn, he had effectively
ceded any reasonable expectation that the recipient might keep such infonnation
confidential.
Reference:

29.

R. v. Mills, 2017 NLCA 12 at para [23].

The scenario presented in this case is easily distinguished from the facts of Pe/ucco
and Marakah. In both of those case, the accused had transmitted text messages to a
person he had known and from whom he might expect discretion. The police had
obtained the accused's texts from the phone of the recipient.
Reference:

R. v. Marakah, 2016 ONCA 542; and
R. v. Pellucco, 2015 BCCA 370.
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30.

Mr. Mills was sending messages on the social media site known as Facebook.
Although that site is wildly popular, users of Facebook nonetheless operate in a
subculture of anonymity. That is the reality of the medium the Applicant chose for his
communications. As Justice Welsh observed, "in this case, the recipient purported to

be a fourteen year old girl while the sender purported to be a twenty-three year old
male. Neither was true."
Reference:
31.

R. v. Mills, 2017 NLCA 12 at para [15].

The Court of Appeal's decision is consistent with this Court's ruling in R. v. Patrick,
where it was determined that a person cannot have a reasonable expectation of privacy
to his own garbage after he had placed it where someone else might easily access it.
The concept of "abandonment", which recognizes that a person may voluntarily
surrender control of his privacy interests, is not the result of risk analysis. Instead, it
recognizes that in a free and democratic state, each individual maintains autonomy in
the manner in which they wish to control a biographical core of personal infonnation.
Reference:

32.

R. v. Patrick [2009], 1SCR579.

The Applicant chose to go online and share personal infonnation with a virtual
stranger. No one compelled him to do that. But having chosen to do so, he can hardly
claim an objective expectation that such infonnation would remain confidential.

33.

Even if the Applicant might be said to have retained a limited expectation of privacy in
his messages, that must be balanced with the state and public interest in thwarting
criminal activity.

In Tessling, this Court held that "safety, security and the

suppression of crime are legitimate countervailing concerns" which should be
weighed before determining whether a state action will be characterized as a search.
Reference:

R. v. Tes sling [2004] 3 SCR 432, at para [ 17].
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Conclusion
34.

To be clear. the Crown is not contending that no one may ever claim a reasonable
expectation of privacy in electronic, online communications. In many instances. due
to legal obligations or personal trusting relations. the sender will inherently expect the
recipient of an electronic message to maintain secrecy.

35.

But the ruling of Justice Welsh was driven by context. The Applicant had no reason to
depend on Leann• s discretion; he abandoned any real control over the dissemination of
his information. chat messages and emails once he decided to share it with her. He
had no reasonable expectation of privacy that this material would remain confidential.

36.

The Newfoundland and Labrador Court of Appeal considered appropriate precedent
and applied the correct legal tests. Their decision is correct. The application for leave
to appeal should accordingly be dismissed.

PART IV
SUBMISSION ON COSTS
37.

The respondent makes no submission relating to costs in this matter.
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PARTV
ORDER SOUGHT
38.

The respondent submits that leave to appeal the decision of the Newfoundland and
Labrador Court of Appeal in this matter should be denied.

DATED at St. John's, in the Province of Newfoundland and Labrador, this gth day of May,
2017.

LLOYD M. STRICKLAND
Counsel for the Respondent, Her Majesty
the Queen in Right of Newfoundland and
Labrador
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